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This invention relates to belts and, more particularly, 
to a novel belt provided with means for adjustably posi 
tioning a buckle along the buckle end of the belt in any 
one of several preset positions relative to the other end 
of the belt to thereby vary the effective length of the 
belt so that one belt may be used for several sizes of 
belts. 

Belts are generally cut in accordance with different 
‘ waist lengths, such as “36,”'“38,” “40,” for example, 
with some adjustment as to tightness or looseness being 

», provided by adjustable positioning of the buckle along 
‘the free end of the belt. ‘In the case of belts having a 

,f :free end formed with a series of holes to receive a tongue 
, ‘or stud on the belt, the belt size is determined by the 
distance between the outermost cross bar of the buckle 

‘ :and the intermediate hole of the series, the number of 
-;holes usually being five and the length being measured 
to the middle or third hole. 
To provide an adequate selection for customers with 

different waist lengths, a belt purveyor must stock a large 
number of different sizes of belts, as the amount of ad 
justment in any given size of belt, due to adjustment of 
the free end relative to the buckle, is insu?icient to more 
than just barely accommodate the next size below or 
above such given size without there being either 'an ex 
cessive length of the belt free end projecting through 
the buckle or, alternatively, the free end just barely ex 
tending into operative relation with the buckle. While 
various means have been suggested for making belts ad 
justable in length, none have found commercial accept 
ance. 

In accordance with the present invention, a belt is made 
to accommodate three or more given sizes by providing 
means on the buckle end for selectively and adjustably 
positioning the buckle at three or more set distances from 
the free end of the belt. For example, one belt can be 
readily adjusted or pre-set so as to be a size 38, size 410, 
size 36, and size 42, for example. Thereby the number 
of different sizes of belts required to be stocked is sharp 
ly reduced, such as by 75 percent or more. 
More speci?cally, such adjustment as to size is pro 

vided by alternating male and female fastener elements 
arranged in alignment and preferably medially along the 
buckle end of the belt, with the ?rst fastener element 
:near the outer end of such buckle end of the belt and 
preferably a female element. The fastener elements are 
at pre-set substantially equal distances from each other 
;so that, when the buckle end is inserted through a buck 
.le and folded back on itself, engagement of a fastener 
element on the folded back portion with a mating fasten 
-er element on the ?at portion will “set” the buckle at a 
pre-set distance from the free end of the belt to adjust 
the belt at a pre-set size. 

Thus, with four snap fastener elements in male-fe 
:male alternation, three size adjustments are provided. 
With six elements, for example, ?ve sizes are provided, 
‘etc. The usual loop for receiving the folded belt end 

‘ tener elements. 
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may be “locked” between two pairs of interengaged fas 

The adjustment featureis useable with any of the three 
common types of buckles (prongless or stud, tongue, and 
jewelry or box buckles) and witheither a “straight” or 
a “contour” (“taper”) belt. 
For an understanding of the invention principles, ref 

erence is made to the following description of typical 
embodiments thereof as illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings. In the drawings: ' 

Figs. 1 and 2 are inside elevation views of the buckle 
ends of belts embodying the invention; 

Figs. 3, 5 and 7 are top plan views of the belt of Fig. 
2 with a stud buckle attached thereto in the long, inter 
mediate, and short position of the belt, respectively; 

Figs. 4, 6 and 8 are inside elevation views of the belt 
of Fig. 2, corresponding respectively to Figs. 3, 5 and 7; 

Fig. 9 is a top plan view of the belt of Fig. 2 with the 
free end locked around the loop; ' 

Fig. 10 is an inside elevation view corresponding to 
Fig. 9; and 

Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the belt as used with’ a' 
“tongue” and “box” buckle, respectively. 

Referring to Fig. 1, a “straight" belt 10,‘in accord-' 
ance with the invention, is illustrated as provided with a 
series of alternating female and male fastener elements‘ 
11—16 arranged at equal spaced intervals medially of 
the buckle end 17 of the belt. Belt 10 may be of any 
suitable material, such as natural or arti?cial leather, 
cloth, or plastic composition material, and the snap fas 
tener elements 11—16 may extend completely through the 
belt or may have their outer ends concealed. The oper 
ative ends of the fastener elements are exposed on the 
inner side of the belt. In the usual manner, belt 10 
may have a loop 18 thereon. 
For the purposes of the invention, alternate snap fas 

tener elements 11, 13, 15 may be female elements and 
intermediate snap fastener elements 12, 14, 16 may be 
male elements, or vice versa. Also, while six fastener 
elements are illustrated, less than this number, for ex 
ample four, or more than six may be used. With four 
fastener elements, the belt has three adjusted lengths, as 
will appear, and six fastener elements provide for ?ve 
adjusted lengths of the belt. 

Fig. 2 illustrates a “contour” or “taper” belt 10' dif 
fering from belt 10 only in that the buckle end 17' is 
narrower than the remainder of the belt. 

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the belt 10' as adjusted for its 
longest length. In this case, belt end 17 ' is passed through 
a “stu ” buckle 20 and looped around the inner end 21 
of the buckle. Snap fastener element 11 is engaged with 
snap fastener element 12 so that a minimum length of 
end 17 ' is folded back on itself. 

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate belt 10’ as adjusted to the next 
smaller waist size. Fastener elements 11 and 12 are en 
gaged with fastener elements 14 and 13, respectively, and 
loop 18 may be “locked” between engaged fasteners 12-— 
.13 and 11—14. 

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate belt 10’ as adjusted to its small 
est size. In this position of the belt, fastener elements 
15 and 16 are interengaged with folded end 17' extended 
through loop 18. In the position of Figs. 9 and 10, the 
extreme end of end 17’ is folded back underneath itself 
through loop 18, and fasteners 11 and 13 engaged with 
fasteners Hand 14, respectively. 
The belt may be used with other types of buckles such 

as a “tongue” or “box” buckle. In Fig. 11, belt 10" 
is shown as having short slots 22 between adjacent snap 
fastener elements to receive the tongue 32 of a tongue 
buckle 30 whose inner bar 31 is received in the belt 
oop. 
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Fig,‘ 12 showsa box buckle 40 attached to the loop of 
belt 10' by means of its securing ring 41. 

While speci?c embodiments of the invention have been 
shownand described .in,.detail to villustrate theapplica¢ 
tion of the invention principles, it will be understood that, 
the inventionmay 'beHembodied, otherwise, Without de 
partingiyfrom such, principles.‘ 
What is claimed: 
1. An adjustable belt comprising, in combination, ,an 

elongated strip of,belt.material having abuckle end and 
a1.free end; a.plura1ity of interengageable male and fe 
male ,fastener. elements - aligned, in alternation, longitudi-_ 
nally along the buckle end of the belt; and a buckle 
secured in .the bight formed by foldingsaid buckle end 
on itself and interengaging selected longitudinally adja 
cent mating male ,and female elements of said fastener 
elements; theeifective length of the belt being adjustable, 
as to .the distance of the buckleafrom, the free end of 
thebelt, in accordance with the selected distances of the 
interengaged longitudinally adjacent matingfastener- ele 
mentsrfrom the buckle end of the belt. 

2. An adjustable belt as claimed in claim 1 in which 
saidbuckle is atongue buckle and said belt has relatively 
elongated tongue receiving slots between adjacent ele 
ments of said fastener elements. 

3. An adjustable belt as claimed in claim 1 includingv 
arloop .securable in adjusted position. by said elements. 

4. An adjustable belt comprising, in combination, an 
elongated stripvof belt material havinga buckle end and. 
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a free end; a plurality of interengageable male and *fe‘ 
male fastener elements aligned, in substantially equi-' 
spaced relation and in alternation, longitudinally along 
the buckle end of the belt; a buckle secured in the bight 
formed by folding said buckle end on itself and interen 
gaging selected longitudinally adjacent mating male and 
female elements of said fastener elements; the e?ective 
length of the belt being adjustable, as to the distance of 
the buckle from the-{reeend ofv the-belt, in accordance 
with the selected distances of the interengaged longitudi 
nally adjacent matingfastener elements from the buckle 
end of the belt. 
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